These companies represent just
a few of those that have embraced
the organic living movement with
products that speak to the evergrowing green community.
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1. 21 Drops, 21 blends (it’s no coincidence).
Pursuing a healthier way of living, essential
oils are a pillar in surviving the modern world.
Offering blends from Invigorate to Detox and
Transform, 21 Drops has created variations to
suit the needs of every clean lifestyle.
Circle 277.
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2. Rose Toner from Anointment is a vegan
product that contains witch hazel, rose
hydrosol and plant extracts to cleanse and
tone skin. Its Baby Oil is great for baby,
pregnant bellies, and as a makeup remover.
Circle 278.
3. Darci Towns provides quality décor
pieces that are rooted in eco-friendly and
sustainable materials and processes.
Circle 279.
4. Part of the Birdbath Series, Lavender Soap
from Garden Voyage is made using certified
sustainable palm oil and shea nut butter.
Circle 280.
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5. With brushes made of sustainable bamboo
and recycled bristles, glass cleaner made
from cellulose, bamboo, recycled plastic
and towels made from non-toxic dye and
organic cotton, Full Circle Home’s Kitchen
Innovations 2.0 collection is earth friendly.
Circle 281.
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6. Working with a scent palette of nearly 200
all natural, plant and flower extracts and oils,
Acorelle’s artisan perfumers create fresh,
modern organic perfumes. Circle 282.
7. Swipe was designed to offer a convenient
product for travelers to replace deodorant
sticks. Manufactured in the United States,
Swipe products are made by a company that
practices the use of solar energy. Circle 283.
8. The group at Swell Vision is on a mission
to pioneer the next wave of sustainable
fashion. Every unsinkable pair of sunglasses
is made of bamboo and gives back to nonprofit partners at Green School Bali.
Circle 284.
9. At Good Earth Soap, every lotion bar is
made of organic herbs, is biodegradable,
and will leave skin feeling moisturized and
soft. Circle 285.
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